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Agility news

Agility is fast paced fun!
Find out the exciting news
about one of our very own
members achievement in top
dog agility this year!
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Flyball News
Flyball is a fast fun sport for you
and your dog. Find out what has
been happening recently in
flyball.
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New
Members
A warm welcome to all our
newest members. We trust that
you are enjoying your time at
FDOC. If there is anything
specific that you need help with,
please chat to your friendly
instructors.
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Hi	
  all,	
  as	
  all	
  things	
  start	
  to	
  wrap	
  up	
  for	
  2018,	
  we	
  can	
  
be	
  very	
  proud	
  in	
  the	
  knowledge,	
  that	
  as	
  a	
  club	
  we	
  
have	
  had	
  another	
  very	
  successful	
  year.	
  I	
  would	
  like	
  
to	
  take	
  this	
  opportunity	
  to	
  thank	
  all	
  our	
  members,	
  
who	
  helped	
  contribute	
  to	
  this.	
  The	
  work	
  that	
  goes	
  
into	
  running	
  such	
  a	
  large	
  club,	
  and	
  the	
  events	
  and	
  
trials	
  we	
  host,	
  be	
  can	
  often	
  go	
  un-‐noticed.	
  
	
  	
  
Since	
  our	
  last	
  newsletter,	
  our	
  flyball	
  team	
  have	
  
successfully	
  hosted	
  our	
  “	
  On	
  the	
  Fly”	
  flyball	
  
competition,	
  held	
  on	
  our	
  grounds.	
  The	
  event	
  ran	
  
smoothly	
  and	
  much	
  thanks	
  goes	
  to	
  those	
  that	
  
helped	
  organize	
  this	
  great	
  event.	
  
	
  	
  
On	
  the	
  14th	
  October,	
  Frankston	
  hosted	
  its	
  open	
  
obedience	
  and	
  rally	
  obedience	
  trial	
  at	
  KCC	
  park.	
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Thanks	
  goes	
  to	
  Peter	
  Gibson	
  our	
  trial	
  secretary	
  and	
  all	
  those	
  that	
  helped	
  make	
  this	
  
such	
  a	
  great	
  success.	
  As	
  always	
  its	
  our	
  team	
  of	
  helpers	
  that	
  ensure	
  our	
  clubs	
  events	
  
take	
  place	
  without	
  a	
  hitch.	
  
	
  	
  
In	
  agility	
  news,	
  congratulations	
  goes	
  to	
  Penny	
  Spencer,	
  who	
  this	
  year	
  achieved	
  
Victoria’s	
  highest	
  achievement	
  in	
  agility,	
  “Top	
  Dog”	
  for	
  2018,	
  with	
  her	
  amazing	
  dog	
  
Badger.	
  
Tammy	
  and	
  the	
  agility	
  team	
  have	
  all	
  organized	
  in	
  readiness	
  for	
  the	
  agility	
  games	
  trail	
  
held	
  on	
  the	
  24th	
  November.	
  Again	
  a	
  great	
  team	
  of	
  people,	
  helping	
  to	
  put	
  this	
  event	
  
together.	
  
	
  	
  

Obedience News…
2018 Committee

Well we are almost at the end of another
year and it was been a great year for the
trial and obedience classes.

President – Kim Dearden

Big thank you to all the wonderful
dedicated handlers for coming week after
week, rain, hail or shine.

Vice President – Lauren Dolley
Treasurer – Janice James
Secretary – Peter Gibson
General Committee:
Tasha Sharp
Natasha Sleep
Bob Mertens
Rebecca Dearden
Penny Roberts

Huge congratulations to Jenny Pepper
and her furbabies for their success in the
trial. Also Candice Storm with Charlotte1
pass to go to getting her CCD. Everyone
has really put in a super effort.
Looking forward to 2019 when we can go
to the next level of CD and off lead work.
Many thanks to the club for their support.
Onwards and upwards!
Joy Quinn

John Scott
Charles Murton
Fiona Ryan
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Flyball News
themselves, along with building
their stamina for all weekend
competitions or just a longer 5
heat race.

The flyball off-season has been
a hectic one for Frankston
Storm, not only have we been
training up our beginner dogs
to competition standard, we
have also been adding to our
curriculum with different skills
for our dogs. Our extracurricular activities have
included training re-runs,
training our dogs to collect a
stray ball from around the box
and continue to go over the
jumps, and of course our
classic endurance trainer,
recalls over 8 jumps. These
kind of skills give our dogs an
advantage in the ring, as they
know how to correct

As said before, we have been
training up some of our
beginner dogs who are ready
for competition; we have had
three new beginner dogs gain
their first Flyball Dog (FD)
titles this season, with a few
other beginner dogs almost
ready to compete in the ring as
well. A special congratulations
to Damien & Stevie and Zac,
Lauren & Storm for gaining
your FD title at our annual On
The Fly and to Marguerite &
Sami for also gaining your FD
title at Dandy Drags the other
weekend. We look forward to
seeing you all out in the lanes a
lot more often in the future.
On a whole, we have had at
least 3 teams entered in all
Victorian competitions this
season; starting at Flytona at
the start of September to
Lilydale Show, which we will
be running at this coming
weekend (Nov18). The
Tornadoes also went up
to NSW to compete in the
Australian Flyball
Nationals in September,
with little success. Back
home, however, most of
our teams have been
coming home with 2nd or
3rd placings, some even
with a 1st placing or two.

In reality though, it doesn’t
matter to most of us what
placing we go home with, as
long as we’ve had fun with
our 4-legged & 2-legged
friends, we’ve won - we all go
home with the same bag of
dog food anyway!
That was our little wrap-up
from the past couple of
months, as we go into
summer, the flyball team will
still be training while the rest
of FDOC is on summer break.
If you would like to know
more about flyball, come see
us training on Saturday
mornings from 10-12:30am or
have a look on our website at
www.flyball.fdoc.org.au
Mailie Gibson
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A Day Out with
Grandkids
A couple of weeks ago, with some sunny weather, I
decided to take my two grand children to the beach for
a walk and fun.
We arrive at the beach, paddled in the water for a
while. Before they became completely soaked, we got
out the ball a started to play kick and catch. This was
exciting with us all enjoying ourselves.
Suddenly from some distance away and couple of other
children ran towards us, stood in front of my grand
child with the ball. These children did not ask to join in,
and they had not been invited to join in. The grand
child with the ball became defensive and did not want
to share and the second one was upset and almost in
tears, rushing over to me for comfort.
We stopped our game and sat further up on the beach
to help settle ourselves before making any more plans,
either to continue playing or go back home. Because we
had stopped playing the other children moved on. I did
notice as we sat for a while the children had move
further down the beach and repeated the same
uninvited approach to joining in with someone else’s
game.
We relaxed for a short period of time, collected our
thoughts then decided to carry on with our fun.

Dates for your Diary
2018
8/9 – Club Competition
28/9 – On The Fly Flyball
Competition
14/10 – FDOC Open Obedience and
Rally-O Trial
25/11 – FDOC Open Agility Games
trial
8/12 – Last day of training and
presentation evening
15/12 AGM

2019
19/1 – Working Bee and planning
meeting
26/1 – Australia Day Flyball
Competition
2/2 – Training Commences

Continued next page…

If you have news or an article you would like featured in the
FDOC newsletter please send it to flyball@fdoc.org.au
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A Day Out continued…
For all dog owners and lovers reading this please
substitute ‘grand’ for ‘fur’ the read again. Do you
have the same response?
Was one more acceptable than the other?
Peter Gibson

Top Jumping Dog 2018
What an exciting day for
FDOC Agiliteers. On 1st
September the Top Dog
Agility and Jumping trial was
held at KCC Park. The 2 Top
Dog events are made up of
finalists who have performed
to a consistently high standard
throughout the year.
And FDOC was well
represented in the finals.
Of the 14 Agility finalists
FDOC members were
Carole Denehey and Polly
Sandra Scafoccia and Shilo
Geraldine Kisielnicki and
Roxy
Geraldine Kisielnicki and Jive
Of the 15 Jumping finalists
FDOC members were
Penny Spencer and Badger
Carole Denehey and Polly

Geraldine Kisielnicki and
Roxy
Joanne McComiskie and
Jack
It is a huge achievement to
make the finals so hearty
congratulations to all those
who did.

bought Guirmere Badger a
Border Collie. He is a credit to
his breeder (Deb Kelly) for
good temperament and
structure and to Penny for great
training and superb handling.
A very popular win.

Sandy Shepherd

Special congratulations to
Penny Spencer who blitzed
the field to win Top Jumping
Dog 2018. Her very fast
accurate run was 3.8 seconds
better than her nearest rival.
This is amazing in a sport
where electronic timing gates
are used because a fraction of
a second is often all that
separates the first few dogs.
Penny began her agility
career at FDOC and after
several heartbreaking events
with previous dogs she
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Pet Therapy Dogs at Frankston
I have been a member since the day
Frankston Dog Club started. I just wanted
an obedient dog and a social dog. Well a
few weren’t very obedient and it took me
lots of work. The club even gave an Andre
Torpy encouragement award for years as
my dogs were a nightmare! But I have had 3
pet therapy dogs, Bandit a one eyed
shepherd, JoJo and Banjo who weren’t
obedience champions but who are
champions at pet therapy.
Bandit won an award that no other dog at
Frankston has ever been given. It said not
an obedience champion, but a champion in
demonstration work. That was one of my
proudest moments. Another memorable
moment was when a lady who was scared
of German shepherds was shaking so badly,
nearly fainting, finally went up and patted
my dog.

to hospitals, people didn’t care what they
looked like, Bandit, with only one eye, gave
encouragement to people with disabilities. I
saw people with depression with a smile on
their face and that is priceless.
I personally suffer anxiety and depression so
I understand the joy that doing this brings to
people. Years ago when I was in hospital, my
dog was brought in. I was very very sick and
he gave me the will to keep going. They
needed me, so I owe my life to dogs like
Banjo. Banjo is retired from pet therapy work
now and I miss doing it. Unfortunately my
other dog, Jessie, is not suitable as she has
some issues with fear sometimes. I had
hoped to continue pet therapy work with
Axle, my other dog, but sadly I lost him 2
months ago.
Andre Torpy

My dog’s have been in schools, nursing
homes, hospitals and community events
with thousands of people in attendance.
The have also been on TV for pets day out
and the joy they bring to people is so great
priceless.
Not all dog are suited to this sort of work.
My other dogs weren’t. I named my Banjo
after Bandit and Jojo in the hope that he
would carry on from them with “Ban”
coming from Bandit and the “jo” from Jojo.
I did nursing for years and the first hospital
to allow dogs was the one I worked in.
They had a hospital dog and I saw the
benefits of pet therapy first hand. I saw the
change in the patients.
Also as my dogs had lots of injuries,
obedience was hard and when I took them
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Fun Day Results - Flyball
Division 1 Pairs

Division 2 Pairs

Beginners Singles

1st - Storm & Ruby

1st -Brody & Bowie

1st – Sami

2nd - Mac & Zeke

2nd - Kali & Minx

2nd – Leo

3rd - Kona & Stryker

3rd - Bodhi & Skater

3rd – Tam and Shap

Fun Day Results - Obedience
Puppy
1 Thunda and Jennifer Sirovy
2 Lilla and Marc Bowyer
3 Gracie and Kyli Lee
Beginers 1
1 Ellie and Birt Zittlam
Beginners 2
1 Kali and Lauren Dolley
2 Mystique and Nicola Millward
3 Kona and Carly Marsh
Pink
1 Harley and Leanne Blogg
2 Toby and Sue Teridich
3 Rupert and Penny Dunster

Yellow
1 Spartacus and Nicola Millward
2 Maya and Lynne Louziotis
3 Jedda and Cynthia Benporath
CCD
1 Charlotteand Candice Storme
2 Boots and Denise Gartland
3 Bella and Kelley Nimos
Veterans
1 Chad and Paul Louziotis
2 Angel and Bob Freeman
3 Ruby and Christine Netterfield

Once again we extend out many
thanks to 4 Legs for their generous
ongoing sponsorship and support of
our club. Please support those that
support us!
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Welcome to our New Members
Family

Dog/s

Tyler Luedi

Cody

Bruno & Bernie Cabay

Penny

Scott & Gemma Manuel - Pearce
Elena

Ivanova

Nitro
Sophie

Rodney, Juanita, Emily & Aleisha Martin

Harley

Fiona & Dean Nelson - Harris

Moon

Andi Carlisle

Raffy

Jess ,Greg, Xan & Jake Coles
Alyssa & Dean Jones
Nicola Rankin

Bailey
Bud
Millie

Louise & Stephen Sawyer

Betty

Kara & Ben Vale - Quilliam

Avon
Phoebe

Tod & Sam White -Toukhsati

Lolly

Ebony Marshall

Ollie

Trevor & Kylie Stratton

Pippa

Inca & Ruby Perrin - Giuliani

Aarya

Ivy

Jack

Jasmine Beardsmore

Odie

Lockey & Kelly Gardiner - Beardsmore

Toby

Alan & Ashlee Mcalavey - Mcfadzean

Wally

Lilly

Ellie

Joey

Birte & Peter Zittlau - Landouris
Jeniffer Thumwood

Booboo

Olivia Henham

Chelsea

John Cheeseman

Honey

Anne & Craig Blake - Bruce

Chewie

Jodie & Toby Hupe

Teddy

Natalie, Grant & Madeleine Leeworthy

Bella

Gaylene Nixon

Mac

Melanie Boulton

Darcy

Bill

Sharyn, Jake & John Horell

Senga & Peter Hateley

Bentley

Madden

Virginia & Sophie Robinson

Kora

Stephen & Robyn Campbell

Max

Samuel Lamanna

Muuse

Ben & Ashton Ackerman

Rosie

Greg & Bec McDonald

Jimmy
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New Members Continued…
Raymond & Ruth Daley

Narnia

Goesta John

Kaya

Ben & Verity Hopley

Hilary

David & Carolyn Westwood - Maison

Bingo

Kim Timms

Maxi

Steve & Jo-Ann Percival

Groot

Rob, Olivia & Sharon Rowe

Mia

Kelly & Dana Elliott - White

Finn
McCool
Bailey

Virginia O'Gorman
Peta Ushakov

Floyd

Colin & Maryn Armour

Chicko

Melanie Rees

Poppy

Alisia & Marc Bowyer
Katelyn De La Coeur
Michelle, Glenn, Dean & Eliza Sheridan

Lilla
Bowyer
Xena
Mia

Jade Toogood-Rogers

Charlie

Ariane & Clint Roncon

Chewbacca
(Chewie)
Gemma

Kylie Currie
Marion, Rob, Jessica, Selena, Alex &
James Davy Davy

Sky

Vivian & Rach Cho - Chen

Etta

Mark Tremayne

Parry

Susan & Milly Durrant

Cody

Catherine & Rodney Ashton

Charlee

Brendan & Ilona Matheson

Buddy

Marilyn & Olly Graham

Penny

Andrew & Emma Hurdiss

Sadie

Sarah Remman

Mindy

Ella Caruso

Rocky

Matthew & Gina Papadopoulos

Benji

Kylie Williams

Louie

Leigh & Renee Hardman

Toby

Cameron & Jamie Mosley - Terjesen

Archer

Jennifer Howell

Rogue

Kimberly & Damian Fourie
Nicole & Jimmy Orange

Albie

Norman
Ardie
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New Members Continued…
Matt, Justine & Bethany Glover
Christian & Amie Paterson - Tennant
Janet Devlin
Donna Dinsdale

Archimedes

Chip

Rhino

Eddy

Willoughby
Nala

Andrew & Jean Stronach - Hetaraka

Dj

Bernadette & Noel Graus - Pickering

Waffles

Peter & Michelle Mullan

Boomer

Haley & Luke Phillips - Burgess

Jetty

Christine Kane

Kirby

Danielle & Sam Cambareri

Brady

Blake & Sofie Garbutt - Forsstrom

Skye

Ernie & Parés Tufo

Mia

Aiofe Currie

Pippa

Kylie & Jane Davey - Thomson

Narla

Mark & Jackie Hill - Dennison

Wilson

Beau Sargent

Bonnie

Julie & Samantha Vorbach - Wilson

Charlee

Rachel Ward

Oscar

Zoe & Paula Young

Deefa

Sally, Liam & Owen Rea

Dave

Travis & Lucille Webster

Arlo

Brittney Quadara

Chief

Paul & Norma Dobbs

Santo

Joanne & Caleb Van Senten

Diesel

Norma McIntyre

Abea

Davy, Deon & Dylon Bourbon
Sarah & Peter Nicholls

Missy

Indie

Sandi

Kooper
Lily

Rocky

Ken & Sue Thomas - Carroll

Abby

Jax

Fiona & Tamieka Case , Leslie-Gleed

Bailey

Shadow
Oscar

Karli McColl Jones

Milly

Monica Morscheck

Bear

Britney Stockton

Betty

Harley

Michelle, James & Richard Dunn

Diesel

Daisy

Gizmo

Jo & Dan Cross - Thorne

Kermit

Ziggy

Parker

Evie

Sookie

Ayla

Ricky & Nicole Wignall
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New Members Continued…
Kristen, Jason & Scarlett Thomson Dunnell

Gunner
Dunnell

Karyn & Anthony Horne

Max

Kiara & Kieran McCrory

Wonder

Emily & Dylan Hajdinjak - Luff
Stacey & Matthew Jennings - Cinar
Suzanne Donohue
Kellie Thompson
Fiona & Jon Crabb - Ellett

Alfi

Mica

Winston
Jesse
Frankie
Wally

Joseph Schembari

Milo

Monique & Damien Poulton - Grose

Brax

Cathy Petraitis

Spud

Suzanne Beer

Ruby

Nicole & Glenn Church - Dear

Mac

Lorraine Walker

Bella

Tamara Duncan

Nelson

Shalon Mead

Captain

Karen & Tony Brandon

Bonnie

Anthony & Shannon Farrington - Thomas

Reggie

Bryn

Ella

VALE: Darcy Quinn
2.11.02 – 19.10.18

My beautiful boy started his obedience career at FDOC. He was also a member at
MDOC and came back to FDOC 4 years ago. He was everything to me - a
champion both in and out of the ring. If love or money could have saved him he
would have lived forever.
I met Janice James when he was a puppy and she encouraged me to join FDOC,
which I did. What a duo Darcy and I made. He was admired by everyone who
knew him. My life has been blessed for having had him. RIP my beautiful boy.
Until we meet again
Joy Quinn
11
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From the Editor…
Motivation! A key element of any dog-training situation.
Regardless of whether you are training a dog to sit, weave or
jump through hoops, motivation is crucial. Too often I see
people relying on food to motivate their dogs. Now don’t get me
wrong, food is a great motivator. It’s particularly useful when we
want to lure a behaviour and provides a quick reinforcement that
doesn’t interrupt the dog for too long when we are shaping
behaviour. But food isn’t the only motivator for dogs and it can
be really beneficial to look at what else motivates our dogs.
Balls – some dogs love a good game of fetch. Throwing the ball
as a reward for a behaviour can be super motivating to some
dogs.
Tugs and toys –many dogs love a good game of tug, a good
game of tug or play can provide a great motivation for your dog.
You see a lot of tug motivation in both flyball and agility, but the
humble game of tug isn’t limited to these sports. If your dog
loves a game of tug, using the tug as motivation to attain
behaviour can be a great alternative to waiving food around.
It’s important to think outside the box when we are trying to motivate our dogs. Not all dogs think
alike and something that is highly motivating to one dog may provide little motivation to another.
My boy will do just about anything for a newspaper. Fetching the newspaper is one of his ultimate
pleasures so I can use this to motivate him - it’s a little out of the box but hey if that’s what he wants
to do I can work with that!
Dogs are much like us in this respect. What motivates me to do something may be very different to
what the person next to me considers motivating. It would like a huge amount of motivation to get
me to sky dive. It’s not my thing and you couldn’t pay me enough to get me to jump out of a plane.
Yet other people do this for fun, they love it and need no external motivation to jump.
One of the main places we see dogs lacking motivation is in their recall. If you don’t give your dog a
reason to come back to you – a reason that trumps their reason not to come back – then why would
they?
Would you go to work if your boss didn’t pay you? You might when you felt like it – but you
probably wouldn’t go all day every day unless you absolutely loved what you were doing. If we
follow this logic with our dogs then it stands to reason that we need to provide a strong motivator to
our dogs to return to us. And remember what is motivating at home, may not provide the same
motivation when you are out and about. So having a really good reason for our dogs to come to us is
particularly important when the environment provides a strong motivator for our dogs to not return
to us. For example great smells to sniff or other dogs to mingle with may be more motivating to the
dog than the treats that they loved at home.
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I can’t tell you what will motivate your particular dog, but I encourage you to think beyond the humble
piece of chicken or cheese. Here are some things of the more obscure things that motivate my dog.
The broom – he loves to herd the broom when I sweep, so as soon as I get the broom out he is at my
feet. I haven’t tried it but I’m fairly confident that if I used it at the end of the flyball run he’d run a PB
The newspaper – I mentioned this before – he loves fetching it even more than fetching a ball (which by
the way rates really high on the motivation front) so if I pick up a newspaper you can guarantee that he
is at my side
Jumping on me – this is a contentious one and each to their own on whether this is something you
would want to encourage but my boy loves snuggles, if I open my arms (which is my invitation to jump
on me) he literally jumps up and wraps his front legs around me and nuzzles into me. This works really
well for me as it’s a signal that he can see from quite a distance too.
The chase – my boy loves a good game of chase so if I run away from him he will turn around and bolt
after me (this works even better if I have one of the other things that motivates him with me - jackpot
for him!)
I’m not saying that these things will motivate your particular dog, but what I am saying is think outside
the box. If waving a piece of chicken from the other side of the oval doesn’t bring your dog running
back to you then find what does!
Until next time!
Lauren

Train a Trick
Teach your dog to move backwards. Teaching a dog to step backyards is a great first step in
improving back end awareness.
Step 1 – with your dog in a stand, position yourself close to your dog and step in towards them.
Most dogs will naturally move away. If your dog steps back (even with just one paw) click and
reward.
Step 2 - Over time build your expectation 2, 3, 4 steps
Step 3 – once the dog is confidently moving back when you step towards them add a word and
hand single (I use beep beep (like a truck reversing) and a flick of my hands)
Step 4 – Over time start to fade the step in and use only the command and/or hand signal
Step 5 – As the dog understands the task add distance
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Frankston Dog Obedience Club’s
Presentation Evening 2018
Join us to Celebrate another Year at
FDOC!!
8th
December 15th
7pm - 12 am
Frankston RSL
Cranbourne Road
Simpson Room 1

$40 Per Person
Payment Plan Available
Door Prize
Major Raffle
3 Course Meal - New Menu
RSVP by December 1st!!
Booking Forms Available
at Kiosk
If there’s any queries about
payment, booking or menu,
please see Kim in the Kiosk

